Irrigation Hose
This Irrigation pipe, is high quality irrigation hose, suitable for large micro
spaying, applied in the greenhouse, garden, agriculture land for fruit trees, vegetables,
grow seedlings, grass, etc in large irrigation area. The high quality raw material of PE
comes from German Basf Inc and ultraviolet resistance ratio, it is high strength,
flexible, easy to coil. The water margin with unilateral 1~3 meters, 2~6 meters
bilateral, which saves 50~80% labor, 40%~80% water, 50% fertilizer and increase
production 10~30%, the using life at least 3 years tested by Laboratory Simulated, the
actual use aging longer. Products passed inspection by the National Authority Chinese
Inspection Department.
Two function for option: (1) Cross aperture model is the hose with small holes in
a certain distance on the hose, the water comes out from the small holes and irrigate
the planting area. (2) the irrigation hose connect the spay head for spaying. The
effective spraying width could be 2m ~7m, 6m~8m, 8m~10m, etc, the length has
100m or 200m. colors in green, black, white, etc. We provide the suitable one
according to your requirement.
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Application:
This Irrigation pipe, is high quality irrigation hose, suitable for large micro spaying, applied in the
greenhouse, garden, agriculture land for fruit trees, vegetables, grow seedlings, grass, etc in large i
rrigation area. Two function for option: (1) Cross aperture model is the hose with small holes in a
certain distance on the hose, the water comes out from the small holes and irrigate the planting are
a. (2) the hose connect the spay head for spaying.
Material:
The high quality raw material of PE comes from German Basf Inc and ultraviolet resistance.
Quality:
It is high strength, flexible, easy to coil. The water margin with unilateral 1~3 meters, 2~6 meters
bilateral, which saves 50~80% labor, 40%~80% water, 50% fertilizer and increase production 10~
30%, the using life at least 3 years tested by Laboratory Simulated, the actual use aging longer. Pr
oducts passed inspection by the National Authority Chinese Inspection Department.
Colors: Green, Black, White, etc
Packing: Rolling in the bag
Size:
The effective spraying width could be 2m ~7m, 6m~8m, 8m~10m, etc. The length has 100m or 20
0m.
Our advantage:
* This Irrigation Pipe is produced in the professional manufacture, with the most advanced
producing equipments.
* We select the high quality and high strength chemical fiber raw materials, to form the pressure
resistant layers.
* To ensure the quality of the product, using hydraulic press to test the pressure-resist ability of
hose before and during the production.
* Rolling packing size according to customer's requirement, clearly print your logo on the pipe or
on the color label.
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